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About This Game

Space Giraffe is an abstract action arcade style game that takes place in a succession of beautiful environments generated by an
advanced graphics synthesizer. It presents itself as a shooter but the more you play the more you discover the hidden depths and
strategies that make the gameplay satisfyingly rich and rewarding. This is the boldest evolution of the trance-shooter, created by

the company that helped to define the genre with the groundbreaking �Tempest 2000�.

200 levels of trancetastic action.
Beautiful abstract graphics that respond to audio input.
Deep gameplay that rewards strategic and thoughtful play.
Accessible enough to entertain a novice player, but deep enough to satisfy the arcade expert.
Intense, satisfying, synaesthesiac shooting action that you'll return to again and again in search of ever higher scores.
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Very good game for the first 20 or so levels but eventually overloads you with so much that you don't know what's going on,
much like the original Tempest 2000. Maybe there's something I'm missing, IDK. I would very much like to be good at this
game but it tests my patience a bit with how suddenly you can die from a stray bullet - a quicker death screen would've helped
alleviate this somewhat.

Still worth a go anyways, it's blast once you get the hang of it and maybe you'll get to be good at this, I mean to be fair I was
never very good at Tempest 2000.. Its a Bad Sheepie.
Can you say "Mooooooooooooooooo"!!!!. What is there to tell about Space Giraffe? Well you'll be controlling a weird thing, i
guess it should be a Space Giraffe... you will be shooting all kinds of other weird things who also shoot back at you. You don't
even have to press a button to shoot because the Space Giraffe shoots out of its own and the only thing you'll be doing is moving
left and right.

To be fairly this isn't my kind of game and I knew it wasn't before I even started the game. I'm sure there are some people who
enjoy shooting things in a trippy space kind of environment with spacey trance music on the background but I'm not one of
them.

Also, the current Steam price is 9,- Euro which is way too much for a game like this.. Just friggin awesome!

Have been playing for years on the 360 but bought the PC version recently as my ancient Xbox is having issues.
The PC version is way better (and I love the 360 version) playing in 1080p makes everything so much clearer.

As for the actual game, well it's one of the greatest twitch games of all time.
At first it can be really daunting with all the effects and deliberate obstructions but when it all starts to flow there's nothing like
it.

It's all about the sound effects! In most games SFX are there as punctuation to the gameplay to just have something to
accompany the explosions. With Space Giraffe the effects blend with the gameplay to really immerse you.
The ping as a flower leaves its stork can fill you with dread.

Also once it all starts to come together and you get into 'Bulling' there's nothing like it, probably the single most satisfying
gameplay mechanic I have come across.

Basically it's just wonderful, give it a fair crack and you'll find something really special!

. Total Dig-Dug rip off.. I don't recall when I got this game, in all honesty. I think it was in a bundle of some kind. But I got
reminded of its existence through a weird set of events and wanted to give it another go.

The tutorial is alright - it tells you how things work, which is quite essential for something like this, and the playing field on
which you experience things lets you mess around with things for the sake of practice. I came away from the tutorial with a
vague sense of how to play - run into basic enemies, shoot flowers and bullets. The gameplay is rather interesting, with a neat
premise that can prove rewarding if you can put the time into it.

The main issue I have is that the entire game's aesthetic is a god damn mess. Visuals are psychedelic, which might be some
folks' cup of tea, but I found myself dying more often than not due to one of the things I was meant to shoot getting lost in the
overwhelming visuals. And this is coming from someone who can play Beat Hazard on Suicidal. The audio makes me think I'm
shooting up some bizarre children's toy that communicates in barnyard animal calls, random phone noises, and the occasional
phrase repeated to the point of annoyance. Not to mention the weird kid at the start screen reading out numbers in Welsh. The
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text of the game is just as "wacky" and "random", with references to older games dotted around, intentional misspellings, and
the word "goat" being shoved into other words for seemingly no reason.

There's certainly a good game to be had from this, but the nonsensical art direction and reliance on random humour can easily
grate if you aren't into that sort of thing. After ten levels (which I understand is less than a tenth of the actual game) I had to turn
the game off for fear of giving myself a migraine. It's got a niche appeal, and unfortunately it's not for me.. You can't handle the
awesome. Get it and prove me wrong.
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Another good game for people with good taste. If you don't own a PS Vita and can't enjoy the glory of Jeff Minter's TxK, then
this is as close as you'll get on PC. It's a great time.. I like to pretend this game is Polybius.. A sheep bleats. "Baaaaa". Pros:
-Classic Tempest Gameplay
-Many levels with names
-Psychedelic Gameplay
-Low requirements
-Low price

Cons:
-Stupid tutorial
-No TxK on PC. Space Giraffe by Jeff Minter is a game where the player controls Elfie - the first giraffe to ever be sent into
space. The game begins by quickly going through the two decade’s worth of intensive education which Elfie must first undergo
before he can become the first space giraffe. Completing many assignments and even making a few friends along the way. At
the end of the first level, Elfie is awarded a space giraffe diploma, and there is a beautiful shot where the player can see Elfie’s
parents in the audience at the ceremony. Since the game is made with the same graphics engine that powered Sony’s Afrika on
the Playstation 3, the level of emotion that Elfie’s parents are able to display was quite impressive at the time. Elfie finally
boards a rocket in level 2 and is shot into the vast vacuum of space, wherein for the first time in his life, Elfie comes to the
realization that he will have to spend the rest of his life alone. Over the course of a year, the player gets to witness Elfie’s
descent into madness, and as he loses his mind, the universe around him starts to change in colour.

The rest of the game just rips off the end of 2001: A Space Odyssey, but instead of a space baby, we get to see the ghost of J.
Allard.. Obnoxious and not very fun.. I do like Tempest. And it has to be weird when the first thing I read opening this is THIS
IS NOT TEMPEST.

Darn right, cuz in Tempest you could actually see what you were doing.

Too much neon too much particules, too much EVERYTHING. But the game area takes a relatively small part of the screen,
increasing the problem or not seeing crap.

Pass.. Deliberately weird, and not really much fun (I found). Perhaps more suitable to play if you want to blast your eyes with
colour. Nice enough for a play through, but I didn't really see much here to play beyond a few forays into the weird light
mechanics of this slightly awkward shoot-em-up.

I imagine more effort would unlock what this game really could do - I didn't want to give that effort. X-Type is my heritage!
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